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Lubbock, Texas, Feb. 27, 2000 -- The IDS Public Sector Technologies division will
introduce a new version of its AutoLabs business process management (BPM)
software that automatically creates a solution to a business process over the
Internet or private networks. This capability, known as inter-platform user-to-

business (I-UB), is now available in both the IDS Enterprise and IDS Fusion
versions of AutoLabs. Using the same business logic, customers have the choice

of dealing with company internal web servers, or, in some cases, with the
Internet. Customers can create an independent Web site specifically to host the

UB application and charge a small yearly service fee to their customers.
Customers can even use a third party and charge a small fee to use their Web

servers. The idea is that customers will be able to use their existing BPM software
and still get the benefits of the I-UB feature. An Internet interface provides a

simpler method to create and modify a process and makes it easier for users to
record and view their business processes. In addition, it adds various

configuration management enhancements. Developers can now quickly create
and use configuration files for their applications. For example, they can create

configuration files for users, authorization, and PL/SQL procedures. They can also
use a new interactive object browser to look for, create and modify user objects,
create PL/SQL procedures, create functions, and create connection scripts. DBTA

talked with Rick Erickson, product manager at Borland. He said this version of
Borland Database Studio adds new functionality to manage, generate, and deploy

applications.
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for more information on the delphi
programming language and

environment, see the article how to
write applications in delphi. visit the

delphi world wide web site for
information on the current version of

delphi and for online resources.
borland delphi uses the 32 bit floating

point format. delphi’s floating point
format is compatible with the

ieee-754 standard for floating point
arithmetic. this means that all of the

calculations performed by the
compiler are performed according to

the ieee-754 standard. two of the
most powerful features of the delphi
ide are the smart tag help system
and the quick info tool window. the
smart tag help system provides tool
tips that describe the tags and the
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parameters of a function, and also
describes the parameters of the

function’s return value. the quick info
tool window can display any variable
or function at runtime. you can then
change the value of the variable or

function. the delphi or delphi.exe file
is the same for all versions of delphi.
the same delphi.exe file is on your
computer, regardless of the version

of delphi you have installed. the
project files and the generated output

of the project, however, can be
different. the software engineering

institute (sei) wants to help
developers create safe, reliable, and

secure c++ solutions. the
organization announced its 2016
edition of the sei cert c++ coding
standard designed to provide rules

for secure c++ coding. it includes 83
new programming rules that take into
account c++ features that are not in
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the c programming language. in the
late 90s, borland software, one of the
past kings of the pc software market,
disappeared without a trace. battered
from heavy competition and wounded

by a loss of focus, the company
changed its name (to the highly

forgettable inprise), deserted much of
its longtime customer base and

slowly began to sink beneath the
waves. 5ec8ef588b
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